The following is a Letter I received from a Jewish scholar regarding his reasoned doubts of the Holocaust as presented by Jewry. With his permission to publish the Letter along with his full name, herein is presented a convincing refutation of the Holocaust Hoax.

+Brother Nathanael Kapner
I was born in New Haven, Connecticut in 1945 of two Jewish parents but am now a non-practicing Jew. As far as I can trace, all my ancestors are Jews.

I graduated Phi Beta Kappa in psychology from the University of Connecticut.

The claim that 6 million Jews died during World War II is wrong.

During the war period, before and shortly afterward, 5 million Jews went to Israel, and the Jewish population of North America increased from 4 million to 6 million.

Jews also went to Brazil, Argentina, Australia and other nations. This accounts for the decrease of 6 million Jews in Europe.

The world Jewish population was 15 million circa 1929 but it reached an estimated high of 18 million in 1989, an increase of 16%, which would have been impossible if 6 million Jews died in World War II.

The rabbi of my synagogue was Rabbi Andrew Klein who was a Hungarian Jew. He was interned in Auschwitz during World War II. His wife and 2 sons, Theodore and Lester, were interned in Bergen-Belsen.

One of the stories you hear about the nazis is that they killed all the Jews who could not work. But, Theodore and Lester were both children who could not work when they were at Bergen-Belsen but they were not killed.

Soon after the end of the war, there were a few different stories of how the nazis committed mass murder. One was that the victims were put in water and an electric current was sent through the water electrocuting the victims.

Another was that the victims were thrown in great fiery pits. Yet another was that the victims were driven in trucks which had their exhaust fumes channeled into the compartment in which the victims were placed, thereby killing them.

Finally, there is the story about the victims ‘taking showers’ in gas chambers which is the one claimed today. I take issue with this claim for the following reasons.

ZYKLON-B

ZYKLON-B WAS INVENTED in America, not Germany. It was first used in Texas to disinfect the clothing of Mexicans crossing the border.

In the German work camps, Zyklon-B was used to disinfect the clothing of the internees to stem the tide of typhus.

Perhaps you have heard the story that the internees were led into a room in which they were told that they would be given showers and then they were gassed to death.

In reality, the doors of a real gas chamber would have to be airtight and look something like an airplane door. Otherwise, the gas would seep out and kill those operating the gas chamber.

In employing a gas chamber for an execution of one person, (as it was once done in America), a method used was to have potassium nuggets dropped into sulfuric acid by a lever. This would result in the production of hydrogen cyanide which would kill the person being executed.
Before the doors of the gas chamber could be opened—post-execution—another gas, anhydrous ammonia, must be injected into the chamber to react with the poisonous gas to make it a less lethal resulting gas.

Even so, anhydrous ammonia being poisonous, it would react with the gas used and would have to be scrubbed away. All of this would have been a long, dangerous, inefficient and toilsome task for the nazis to destroy ‘millions’ using gas chambers.

If Hitler wanted to kill as many Jews as he could, he would have had them shot by machine guns and automatic rifles. This would have been the least expensive and quickest way to commit mass murder. And, tragically, there were many mass murders in World War II by soldiers using machine guns and automatic rifles.

But, I am only stating that the claim that Hitler committed a genocidal war against Jews is false. I am not defending Hitler. He started a war which caused the deaths of millions.

WIESEL

I FIRST READ Elie Wiesel’s “Night” when in it was an earlier publication.

In this early edition, Wiesel does not mention any gas chambers but states that mass murder was committed by throwing Jews of all ages into great fiery pits.

When I ask various Jews why did Wiesel not mention gas chambers if they existed, and, if great fiery pits were used to kill people, then why are people not talking about the great fiery pits now like people are always talking about the gas chambers?

The usual response is that the victims were killed by both methods and that Wiesel’s failure to mention gas chambers is not proof that the gas chambers for killing people did not exist. This answer is not convincing since Wiesel purports to be giving an eyewitness account.

Weasel (misspelling intentional...for the man is a deceiver and a sneak) wrote about the internees taking showers, being shaved of all body hair, and being covered with disinfectant which would be consistent with a program to prevent typhus and other diseases from killing the internees and not consistent with a program which wanted the internees to die.

In the earlier edition of "Night," Wiesel wrote that he had surgery on one of his feet at a “well equipped hospital” in Auschwitz before taken to other camps. In the newer editions of “Night” this has been changed to an "infirmary."

Yet, in both editions, he states that he was given two weeks off from work after his surgery which is inconsistent with the claim that all internees who could not work were killed.

Weasel wrote that while he was recuperating the Russians were approaching Auschwitz and the Germans knew that they could not hold out in Auschwitz any longer.
So, they offered all their internees who were in the hospital that they could decide whether to wait for the Russian soldiers to come or leave with the Germans. Wiesel decided to leave with the Germans who were supposedly committing genocide against the Jews instead of waiting for liberation by the Russians.

Perhaps, you have seen pictures of piles of dead and walking skeletons of a liberated concentration camp.

But, by the end of the war, all Germans were having difficulty feeding themselves.

Also, the American and British air forces were bombing all the railroad tracks making it impossible to bring sufficient quantities of food into the camps. So, America and Britain share most of the blame for the starvation in the camps at the end of the war.

Jews need to keep bringing up the Holocaust so they can extort billions of dollars from America and its most advanced weapons systems for their Zionist program in Israel.

Jews own and control America’s mainline media, so that they can control most everything Americans hear and see.

While Americans argue about what to do about medical care and how much it will cost, Israel has a much more generous medical care program for its citizens and does not need to worry about the costs because it’s paid for by tax-paying American citizens in the aid we give to Israel.
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Brother Nathanael

June 18, 2014 @ 8:59 pm

Dear Real Jew News Family -

Indeed, the Holocaust tale is a huge HOAX.

When I was growing up in the 1950’s the Encyclopedia Britannica published an Article by Jacob Markus, a Jewish historian, in their World War II entry.
I FIRST READ MM pages in all. How can it be possible to charge a man for gassing Jews when it now seems clear that no

thrown around since 1900. discovered in Germany after WWII to prove the lie that Hitler used fluoride on anyone at all, the Angel Duma. National Socialism not only did not start the war, but also was not even racist. Sadly, Hitler “Germany is striving to become once again a great nation, and to recover her lost territories against this country to set an example to the world. So while more and more people are reading the revisionists and even Jewish people such as

Mary @Ash THEIR CHILDREN! — The Gulag Archipelago Vol. 1 Volga knew the definition of hell on Earth, as the only method of staying alive was EATING

Kris you are right about Holmodor, and NO AMERICAN STUDENT HAS ANY IDEA!

It would have taken Germany 65 years to ‘gas,’ and 35 to ‘cremate,’ 6 million people! The Of the 2.8 million Jews reported in Europe during WW2, 4.8 million asked for compensation Degrelle — YOU TUBE. THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD — YOU TUBE. It was they who agitated for that war in the Rothschild-owned British Empire, and the USA, financial institutions and using their influence to control the government. ——­—

Hoff None of that could be further from the truth. Why make such a great comment and then ——­—

June 19, 2014 @ 8:13 pm

God bless Mr. Litoff and Brother Nate for exposing more Zionist lies, even though Mr. Litoff is German people.

What about the Germans? they were all executed. Not disease. Not gassed. Anyway, it seems that the ——­—

Mario Herrera ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 10:06 pm

Nothing could be further from the truth… but then since most Jews who push the holocaust ——­—

Bonne ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

It is possible for Jew to believe anything from hard core (2) when the German military had to take action in Poland in 1939, due to the Communists in ——­—

Bonne ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

Point

Just let's hope no WWIII is in the making with all the tensions and killings in the Middle East, there are so many lies about wars, and people like to take what suits them for the truth. Do people realize how many camps there were?

Anglo-Saxon Churches. ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

http://holocausthandbooks.com/dl/28-tecoar-intro.pdf Carlo Mattogno

Much of what this non-practising Jewish person has said is demonstrably true, and has long ——­—

Bonne ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

Do people realize how many camps there were?

Nothing could be further from the truth… but then since most Jews who push the holocaust ——­—

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

Is Alex Jones A Zionist Shill?

June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax49o5B1ubU

Here's some GREAT pics of me at Times Square @
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Taylor
June 18, 2014 @ 9:10 pm

This letter is written in a very plain-speaking, candidly revealing style.

A big thank you to this gentleman for sharing his insight.

Brother Nathanael
June 18, 2014 @ 9:14 pm

I'm ramping up my Street Evangelism hoping to go to EVERY major city in the next 5 years!

Here's a "live" Video of me at Times Square @

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax49o5B1ubU

Here's some GREAT pics of me at Times Square @
**Brother Nathanael**

June 18, 2014 @ 9:15 pm

Watch My NEWEST Video Worldwide & EU Countries CENSOR FREE:

"Cantor’s Out, Brat’s In!" @


This is my STATE-OF-THE-ART Video Platform AND I OWN IT!

ALL Jew-Ruled EU Countries Can NOW View ALL My Vids Without JEW-CENSORSHIP! @

http://brothernathanaelchannel.com/

---

**misscasey**

June 18, 2014 @ 9:30 pm

What this gentleman said was most believable.....and he is very courageous using his name and about himself.

We need many more like him to testify to this hoax.

I had great doubts about this official story since I was young in the 50’s and 60’s.

God bless him.

---

**Didgeville**

June 18, 2014 @ 9:32 pm

Holocaust is a lie.

Period.

---

**Koolz**

June 18, 2014 @ 9:47 pm

That’s fantastic, but Robert Litoff is wrong in saying Hitler started the war.

I would like you send him an email with a link to tomatobubble.com to set that history straight. Or at the very least set him straight on real history.

Great Article. Reminds me of http://gaschamberhoax.com/

Also mention that NY Times was saying 6 millions Jews were suffering 40 years before WWII!!
Brian G  
June 18, 2014 @ 9:53 pm

Thank you, Brother.

We are in a time of revelations and MUCH more will be revealed as the days and weeks unfold.

God bless Robert Litoff for his courage in exposing what so many Jewish people know to be the truth.

Judgement time draws near....

John McGrane  
June 18, 2014 @ 9:53 pm

You refer to Mr. Litoff as a Jewish scholar.

Would be interested to know something about his credentials.

Irene Bonney  
June 18, 2014 @ 10:06 pm

Thank God for this ex-Jewish brother and gentleman. We salute you.

Canada has imprisoned Ernst Luntz for avowing there was no Holocaust with technical proof. Canadians authorities, husband being one but he knows truth, take note.

Then there is our own Australian German, Dr. Frederic Toben, who also bravely published the truth, having been imprisoned a few times in different countries. Australian Government, please heed.

Brother Nathaneal’s labors already had convinced multitudes. We trust many more eyes will be opened to this scourge on society and more important, its evil face that presents lies in Anglo-Saxon Churches.

It does seem, however, that many in England are presently waking to understand the truth about Jewry.

Maria  
June 18, 2014 @ 10:41 pm

What a bunch of crap.

May be people should research a Dutch site were there is a lot of research regarding the Holocaust. And these people who are so sure that it did not exist, I bet they never talked to people who lost a lot of relatives in those camps.

Do people realize how many camps there were?

Go by country to country over Europe and see how many Jews each country lost and add it up. Why are people so concerned in which way the people were killed. Dead is dead.

No I am not Jewish, but had friends who lost family in those dreadful camps.

To me, after what happened to them how can they be so cruel to the Palestinian people. With Jews going to Israel for their military obligation, they don't give a hoot how they treat the Palestinians.

It is despicable how people's houses are bulldozed down for new houses for the Jews. Palestinians who lived there for hundreds of years.

People who just happen to have the Jewish religion thinking they have the right to kick people of their ancestral land, while they have nothing to do with the original Israelis of that area.

Listen how certain Jewish singers in Tel Aviv sing about Jesus and Mary, that's disgusting and nobody says a word.

With the actions of Israel people are getting disgusted with the Jewish population that's why you see the anti-Semitism growing.

The bad thing is that the good Jewish people have to suffer from that, too.

When I read a comment like from DIDGEVILAGE, I just think another dummy who really don't know what happened and most likely did not even live in Europe.

There are so many lies about wars, and people like to take what suits them for the truth.

With all the mess in the Middle East, Israel is just lucky they have not been attacked by their neighboring countries.

That's why they are armed to the teeth with American taxpayers money, and again they bombed Gaza and the west says nothing. Talk about an uneven fight. The biggest open air jail almost a concentration camp.
No say so over their lives. Restrictions with everything. Yes stone throwers are annoying but why are they doing it?

This whole world is in a mess, the greedy people are at work.

Just let’s hope no WWIII is in the making with all the tensions and killings in the Middle East, the Ukraine with its failure to pay Russia for its gas, trying to make Putin the evil man, who did an illegal coupe d’etat, not Russia.

Crimea did an election. Just like Syria.

China, Japan, Philippines over rights in the China Sea.

And the West fearful for returning fighters from Syria and Iraq, will they start havoc?

Then God help us all.

What a hateful world.

ely
June 18, 2014 @ 11:07 pm

Smoking gun proof of “Israeli teen kidnapping” false flag

Mossad Chief predicted “three teens will be kidnapped” one week before it happened

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/06/16/israeli-teens/

TimW
June 19, 2014 @ 12:07 am

Everything is generally more complex than the average person can bring himself to understand. It is always intellectually easier and more emotionally satisfying to believe a black and white tale from one or other of the various competing points of view.

Much of what this non-practising Jewish person has said is demonstrably true, and has long been in the public record.

I am not sure what gives his testimony any special credibility; he is simply reiterating well-known facts.

And I feel that we should always beware of Jews, even allegedly non-practising ones, bearing gifts; these gifts are invariably poisoned chalices.

However, it does seem to be at least arguable that hundreds of thousands of Jews at a minimum were deliberately murdered by, not “The Nazis” as a defined group; but by “The Nazi” known as Heinrich Himmler.

This operation, known as “Reinhardt,” was restricted to four camps in the east of Poland, including Sobibor, Treblinka, and two others, and was defined by the mass shootings of Jews; exactly as the letter-writer says would be the appropriate way to address the perceived problem.

Many more were deliberately and indiscriminately shot by the Einsatzgruppen which followed the Wehrmachts into the east.

David Irving has a reputation as an anti-Semite; however, his work is based foursquare on the evidence revealed by intercepted German communications. He it is who outlines the scale of this operation; he it is who states categorically that Himmler was brutally beaten to death by the British when he surrendered to them at war’s end; it has to be assumed that this was done as some kind of revenge for what he himself had done.

I would strongly encourage everyone to listen to what Irving has to say about this matter.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_mz5fZXSGY

Caveman2012
June 19, 2014 @ 12:55 am

A few references to the researchers that actually discovered the facts mentioned by Mr. Litoff are necessary.

Much more so if we considered that most of them had to endure prison, persecution and character assassination.

Here are the some of the most prominent:

John C. Ball
Robert Faurisson
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/

Fred Leuchter
http://www.ihr.org/books/leuchter/leuchter.toc.html

Carlo Mattogno
Germar Rudolf
Caveman2012
June 19, 2014 @ 1:03 am
@TimW
As much as I respect David Irving as an historian, he has no solid evidence in his allegations regarding "Aktion Reinhardt" camps.

He came with this story out of his Austrian prison, who knows what he had to promise in order to be released...

Two works debunking this "holocaust reloaded" here:
John C. Ball, Air Photo Evidence
http://germarrudolf.com/2012/05/air-photo-evidence/

Julian
June 19, 2014 @ 1:19 am
"I am not defending Hitler. He started a war which caused the deaths of millions."

Hey, I thought the Brits and the French started WWII!

Not to mention the Americans squeezing Japan with a crushing embargo that left them no other choice really than attack the US.

Clarence Ozgood
June 19, 2014 @ 1:55 am
I would LOVE to print out this letter and show it to ALL the Jews in my state.

Ash
June 19, 2014 @ 1:57 am
"To me, after what happened to them how can they be so cruel to the Palestinian people. With Jews going to Israel for their military obligation, they don't give a hoot how they treat the Palestinians."

@Maria
The clue is in your question itself. No normal people (who have a heart) can ill treat another the same way they have been ill treated, right?

Either Jews are heartless by nature or the Holocaust did not happen and most are pathological liars.

TimW
June 19, 2014 @ 2:18 am
@Caveman 2012
As I have said, these are complex issues and cannot be glibly treated of by anyone.

I have to say that I find DI to be a model of propriety, and his analysis of the probable underpinnings of these events to be highly plausible, and satisfyingly complex; appealing to common sense, with all that implies in terms of being sometimes better described as nonsense; and doing justice to a major event in human history by painting it in terms of black and white and grey, rather than the preferred option for most people, ie black and white.

The evidence for what he says is presented to the audience in terms of original documents which he has discovered, and which frequently still bear the original German military and police rubric; this evidence might be said to go against the prevailing notion in some quarters that there was no organized mass murder of the Jews; as such, Irving is telling a story which might be thought by some to undermine a position which he was always thought to have.

His testimony therefore, to me at least, bears the hallmarks of complete integrity in the face of the evidence.

The Jews are hated, and have always been hated; the evidence for their extermination in many countries and locations over the years cannot be realistically denied.

They themselves, of course, have been the primary instigators of this hatred, both because of what they believe that the Talmud tells them about themselves, and in terms of what they then go on to inflict onto the Gentile societies which surround and dwarf their own.
Indeed, their rabbis delight in this hatred and promote it, as by so doing, they think to preserve the unique genetic heritage of these people, and prevent their intercalation and eventual disappearance into Gentile society. Irving, to me at least, tells a story which rings entirely true, the obscuring passage of days has not prevented this truth from, at the very least, beginning to appear from the fog of a history which has been almost entirely rewritten by this most benighted of races.

Anthony Clifton  
June 19, 2014 @ 2:59 am  
Jews can go to Talmudia... or Jesus.

Mario Herrera  
June 19, 2014 @ 3:40 am  
JEW'S ZIONIST and their "Christian" Zionist created today ISIS... Both of them should be delivered to them...Go ahead!!  
Mario Herrera Twitter @norightsforyou

Richard  
June 19, 2014 @ 3:48 am  
VERY upset over this thing by the stereotypical LYING Jew, Robert Litoff.  
Can't Bro would post his article, because when it gets to him claiming he's not defending Hitler and accuses him of starting WW2, when ANYONE who reads and uses their BRAIN, knows full well that in 1933, JUDEA DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY.  
So who started the war? Wasn't Hitler. It was the Jews. But now here's Litoff claiming the Holocaust didn't happen, yet still blames Hitler for the war, when it very clearly, and factually proven, was the Jews who started it.  
The Balfour Declaration was written in WWI. They never got to see it fulfilled. This is why they made moves to create a second world war, so they could get that declaration which was as legit as a three dollar bill, passed, and Palestine GIVEN to the people who had no rights to claim it.  
If I have the time, I'll post a more complete version of events... but in the meantime I suggest people go LISTEN to the full speech given in 1961 at the Willard Hotel by Benjamin Freedman, the Jews claim he was a self hating Jew.  
Nothing could be further from the truth... but then since most Jews who push the holocaust that Litoff denounces, are liars themselves, it's not difficult to find out WHY they want to HIDE the truth.

Cornelius  
June 19, 2014 @ 3:54 am  
Most people that believe the Holocaust myth, are just repeating what they were told in school or by Hollywood movies. Most people that know the official Holocaust story is a lie have done intensive research and have gone through mountains of discrediting evidence. I admire Mr. Litoff for going on the record, his bravery may encourage others.

Milton  
June 19, 2014 @ 4:18 am  
The Jews did start the war by declaring war on Germany and organising a boycott of German goods in 1933, soon after Hitler was elected. This was in response to a National Socialist plan to remove Jews from office.  
So, the Jews were intered in camps for the same reason that Japanese were intered in American Camps - because they were enemy aliens. The Jewish supremacists are resposible for American and British involvement in regime change to create their Jew World Order today. Also, multi-culturalism to create a borderless, raceless, anti-Christ world which they can dominate easily.

Dr Samuel Cross  
June 19, 2014 @ 5:11 am
Myron Fagin, a Jewish American playwright, wrote an article called the Illuminati. You can Google it.

Fagin states in his article that 500,000 Jews died in the Holocaust not 6 million. They died from malnutrition and typhus, which was the reason for the gas chambers, to disinfect the people from typhus. It is very worthwhile article to read. He reveals other info besides the Holohoa. It is a must read.

Brother Nathanael needs financial help - Please contribute.

His Articles and Videos are current and cover many topics. Brother Nathanael's Articles and Videos are full of excellent information. He names names and tells you who is causing all the world’s troubles.

Reinhard
June 19, 2014 @ 5:23 am

Thank God that there are SOME honest Jews in the world.

I greatly admire Jews like Brother Nathanael and Benjamin Freedman who have courageously spoken out against the lies of their fellow tribesmen.

If more Jews would stop lying and tell the TRUTH, our world would be a much better place.

Hugo
June 19, 2014 @ 5:29 am

Whilst M-S-M daily bombard us with these horrible lies about WWII Germany I have never seen one Hollywood movie on the heinous crimes of the mass murder machine called Bolshevism (60-147m deaths) presumably because this genocidal regime was created, led and financed by Ashkenazim Jewry.

Have Zionists successfully passed off the crimes of the Jewish Bolsheviks onto the German nation?

loquendolaxe
June 19, 2014 @ 5:52 am

It is totally ridiculous to claim — with all the information and clarity available to us today — that Hitler and the Third Reich provoked and then started World War Two.

Such a viewpoint held today is pure dogma, and does not represent truth or scholarly history.

It is representative and typical of the lie factories that are Washington DC and New York City.

For heavens sake! One would have thought even the dumb would have learned by now that International Jewry declared war on Germany AND the German People, in March of 1933!!!

The Madison Square Gardens stadium was rented in order to whip up the fervour of New York City's Jews just for that purpose! Videos of this event have been circulating on the Web for well over 8 years.

Poland was the most provocative war-monger during the 1930s, just as it still is today, vis-a-vis the Ukraine and Russia. Go figure!

And as regards the commenter: @TimW ... he writes:

"Many more [Jews] were deliberately and indiscriminately shot by the Einsatzgruppen which followed the Wehrmacht into the east."

As so many have it these days, he only has it half correct.

The Einsatzgruppen certainly did kill (execute) a lot of Jews, but that was not their purpose. 'Jews' being shot dead was an incidental consequence of a far more noble policy.

These units followed the advance of the Wehrmacht to find and prosecute the inhuman perpetrators of the Holodomor, plus the many 'Jewish' scams that had been tormenting the Ukrainian (and Germanic) people for over a century.

The Einsatzgruppen targeted COMMUNISTS ... and NOT 'Jews' per se. But if most Communists were also 'Jews', then I guess that is too bad for the 'Jews'. Right? Correct? You agree?

The Germans, and especially the Prussians, knew far better than most what horrors had transpired in Russia after 1917. They knew who was providing the philosophical guidance and murderous policies that then shaped the Soviet Union.

They knew that internal organs had been ripped out of thousands of White Russians (following the Red's victory over the Whites) while they were still alive, in order to provoke fear, dread, and panic throughout the rest of the populace.

That is why the Third Reich created and then deployed the ... Einsatzgruppen der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD.
What Obama Should Have Told West

Koolz
June 19, 2014 @ 6:00 am

I give you guys the web page that describes what really happens in WWII who was behind it and what happened after it and you argue like bickering children.

www.tomatobubble.com THE BAD WAR - True history of WWII not your fantasy or brainwashing by your upbringing as a child, but the true history.

Read it do research learn from it. Now I shall give you one more website to learn from.

http://justice4germans.com/

In the entertainment industry, sports, fashion, and music, if you say something about Holocaust not happening you’re not working anymore in any of these fields...Why because they’re run by Zionist Jews!

Bonne
June 19, 2014 @ 7:42 am

Read also John Sack: An Eye For An Eye.

This is the story of Jews who sought revenge for the holocaust. It describes the life in the camps, during and after WWII.

It confirms that the showers were for delousing the inmates that worked in the German war industry.

keyne
June 19, 2014 @ 8:15 am

The Jews were very instrumental in starting WW2, in a multitude of ways.

One fact that is NEVER taught in Jewmerica schools is the real HOLOCAUST that was caused by Ashkenazi-Zionist Jews in Russia, resulting in the deaths of over 80 million!

This fact is hard to ignore when trying to understand why the Nazis could hate so much (they were just evil, or on methyl etc.). In 1918 stories of the atrocities in Russia were reaching western Europe, as were the Bolsheviks themselves.

In 1919 they basically "invaded" Bavaria, installing the "Bolshevik state of Bavaria" under the murderous Jew thug Tollefson. Over 10,000 were killed in the fighting. Only the German Frikorps could finally oust these Bolshevik murderers.

Do you know who lived in Bavaria and witnessed this Bolshevik barbarism 1st hand?? Goebbels, Joseph Streicher, and ADOLF HITLER. They knew, as did millions of Russian Christians, what these Bolshevik vermin were capable of.

Every Christian(and Torah Jew) Must read Solzynshin’s "The Gulag Archipelago" volumes 1- 4. Only when one understands what happened in Russia can one grasp the entirety of Pre-ww2 Europe.

Every American student knows the names of Hitler and Himmler etc..(and as a Christian, I can never condone their actions), but no American student has never even heard of Genrich Yagoda, Kaganovich etc., because they were Jews, and their quantity of murders made the Nazis look like choir boys.

Taylor
June 19, 2014 @ 8:41 am

@Richard

Quoting you, "VERY upset over this thing by the stereotypical LYING Jew, Robert Litoff."

Well, it’s certainly accurate to argue that Mr. Litoff has it totally wrong in blaming the start of WWII on Adolph Hitler when:

(1) International Jewry declared war on Germany in 1933 (probably mostly due to the fact that Germany, under Hitler, would not en-slavishly kowtow to Rothschild usurious banking) and

(2) when the German military had to take action in Poland in 1939, due to the Communists in Poland inflicting horrendous atrocity and brutality at the Germany population living there.

THEN, it was England and France, not Germany, who pressed for war after Hitler’s necessary military action in September of 1939 that brought security to the German people living in Poland.
I'll grant you the above, BUT Mr. Litoff has outlined an unconventional view of the so called Holocaust that is anything but standard mainstream propaganda. Here, he elucidates in a manner not at all stereotypically Jewish.

It is puzzling why he clings to the notion that Germany through Hitler started the war, when he knows full well that Germany through Hitler never engineered the systematic industrialized slaughter of 6 million Jews in gas chambers.

Did he miss some basic facts concerning the spawning of the war, or is he behaving yet like a typical conniving, manipulative Chosenite, knowing full well that Jewry, not Adolph Hitler, started WWII. The bottom line is that either he has made an honest mistake, or he is purposefully and cunningly lying.

I don't know the answer.

Jean
June 19, 2014 @ 9:06 am

What is wrong with the world, Jews who are NO Jews at all, murder which was NO murder.

Auschwitz which was a camp for running the buna factory nearby, and where the Germans were producing (or trying) plutonium for a bomb and in the process used more electricity as Berlin in her heyday.

Lots of people emigrated to the workcamps so NOT to have to work, is leading to a big conclusion, are there only stupid donkeys running around, or is society a big fake in which "we" and special innocent RUS people (Russians, Belarussians, Oekrainers) pay the highest price for the greed and perversion of demons with a Jew outlook.

In that case its better that Jesus Christ is very soon coming and will bring justice to this world.

BobtheGrape
June 19, 2014 @ 9:29 am

"Yet, in both editions, he states that he was given two weeks off from work after his surgery which is inconsistent with the claim that all internees who could not work were killed."

This statement made by Elie Weasel also doesn't make sense. Why would the "Nazis" operate on Weasel's feet?

Wouldn't it cheaper and less troublesome, even more efficient to just kill him and replace him with another expendable, slave-labor Jew who didn't require all the maintenance?

If you're into killing all the Jews why operate on their feet? Why not get rid of the pesky Jew and throw him in the "showers" or the "great firey pit?"

michael
June 19, 2014 @ 9:29 am

Wow! Robert, thank you for sharing this.

This confirms some things Alfred Lilienthal said about what he called the "Holocaust Industry."

It's a messy, sad state of affairs for Americans and the duped American Christian Zionists. The country needs stirred and awakened to the truth. Blessings to you!

Dogged
June 19, 2014 @ 11:21 am

TimW wrote:

"Much of what this non-practising Jewish person has said is demonstrably true, and has long been in the public record.

"I am not sure what gives his testimony any special credibility; he is simply reiterating well-known facts. And I feel that we should always beware of Jews, even allegedly non-practising ones, bearing gifts; these gifts are invariably poisoned chalices."

I think we should take heed that any "non-practicing Jew" who has not wholly renounced Rabbinic Judaism and embraced the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ is still in the service of Satan, no matter how apparently genuine he may appear.

Jews are a cursed people (Mat 21:19) who are members of the Devil's Synagogue and until the veil is taken from their cold hearts and the light of the Gospel of Christ shines in their souls (2 Cor 3:4, 4:4) they are dogs, evil workers, the concision (Phil 3:2) who God warns is to beware of.

kigkeit
June 19, 2014 @ 11:44 am
Here is the crux of our problem.

Of all the horrors committed in history — only ONE is above examination. So sacred it cant be questioned or doubted or whispered about.

Here is one of the self-declared ‘libertarian free speech-above-all’ closet Zionists on a self-righteous rant about how The Chosen race’s sufferings are above ALL others — more worthwhile, and unassailable.

100 millions killed in history, but only THEIR suffering merits absolute worship, obedience and censorship.

Look here — this is a beauty. JUSTIN RAIMONDO of Antiwar.com. See @ 6:40:20. Truly outrageous. A real sleazebag.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu3AD0huKxU

Griff
June 19, 2014 @ 12:00 pm

Wow, one of a microscopic number of Jews finally is right for once.

This is respectable.

Koen
June 19, 2014 @ 12:28 pm

David Cole (a very intelligent Jewish gentleman) took samples from the walls of the alleged ‘gas chambers’ in several German/Polish labour camps, like Auschwitz. Not a trace of zyclon-b was detected on these wall samples.

So how many Jews actually died from hunger and tyfus (and other diseases), as a consequence of the bombing of Germany by the Allied forces? Some revisionist figure about 200,000 Jews total died in the labour camps.

The many Jewish holocaust monuments have to remind us all of the 6 million ‘murdered’ Jews. What to do with these monuments, turn them into monuments to remember the 60 million murdered (by the Jewish communists) Russian Christians?

And where are the many monuments to remember the 50/100 million Africans, murdered by Jewish slave traders, the main organisers of the African slave holocaust?

Not to mention the financial compensation which has yet to be paid by the Jewish community for the Russian, Chinese, and African victims.

The Jews are special indeed, they know how to hide their crimes.

Bobby
June 19, 2014 @ 12:43 pm

Why do some people here get “all over” Mr. Litoff, when he doesn’t correctly state who started the war, etc.

Isn’t it enough that the man sticks out his neck in this politically correct society where saying the things he said could lead to his defamation?

Question: How many of those people posting here, would do the same thing Mr. Litoff did?

How many would risk anything to state would they believe to other people they know, at their jobs, or in other area’s of their lives, as Mr. Litoff did openly and especially Brother Nathanael?

It seems kind of petty to me to so easily knock people who risk so much already. Just my opinion.

steven
June 19, 2014 @ 1:23 pm

Being a Jew is first a matter of biology and then nationality.

It is not a matter of religious belief. It is possible for Jew to believe anything from hard core Satanism to Christianity.

Robert
June 19, 2014 @ 1:41 pm

Backing up the brave Mr. Litoff I would like to add my 2 cents.

The movie 'The Last Train To Auschwitz' made in, I believe in the world’s 2nd largest (by percent of total population) Jewish population country, Argentina, begins with a short shot of the CURRENT signs out side the visitor's center saying, "1 million, 6 hundred and 68 thousand Jews died here."
That's interesting since all during the Cold War, Jews claimed that of the 6 million Jews that died in Hitler's camps, 4.5 million were conveniently housed at Auschwitz BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN!

So that means that now the maximum number killed would have to be something around 3.25 million. Auschwitz supposedly had gas chambers...a f**king lie! That lie was created by Joseph Stalin collaborating with the NY Times. Stalin's soldiers put up the showerheads connected to solid concrete - totally non-functional. But the NYT said that they were real so no more discussion is allowed.

Two brave people investigated those 'chambers'.

One, a 28 year old German chemist named Germain Rudolf who went to Auschwitz and took wall scrapings from the chambers, went home and made a solution from the wall scrapings...no poisonous residue of any kind! For this the new Zionist whores of the postwar German Government got this young man put in prison.

The second was an American who was called Dr. Death because of his work repairing electric chairs for the US prison system.

I have a copy of his video. His test was similar to Mr. Rudolf's but crushing interior fragments of the gas chamber rubble of chambers which were bulldosed.

His results were consistent with Mr. Rudolf's, but he was not imprisoned but harrassed by a series of enraged Jewish women who followed him everywhere and mad sure that he never worked in the US Prison system again.

So the ZIONISTS' got their revenge. Another interesting note: The Diary Of Anne Frank was a massive fraud also! On the internet was a credible story stating that her father, Mr. Frank, had his diary written by a professional writer...who never was paid by Mr. Frank as had been agreed upon.

More Jewish history has been exposed.

Now basically all Spain knows Tourquemada(sp?), the horrible Catholic Grand Inquisitor of the Spanish Inquisition was he, himself, a Jew convert! So dimwitted Christians would ask, well why would a Jew torture and kill his own people. THINK!

1) To put guilt on the Christian majority, thus neutralizing them even more that their Catholic Church had already done! Also to create what I call the Tourquemada diaspora...moving many out of Jewish dominated Spain in order to grow into and eventually dominate secretly other European countries.

Like Turkey which has been Jewish controlled for more than 100 years. Recently an old Turkish historian was on an on-line video saying that today's Turkey has three Jews as its top three generals!

And of course the Rothschilds and Rockefellers went via Turkey to Germany where the Rothschilds as what Europeans call Crypto-Jews were named Bauer, and the Rockefellers were named Rockenfielder. And others spread elsewhere similarly.

A similar psy-op was done during WW2 when the very Jewish Rothschilds lived comfortably in their Frankfort Palace ('I've walked past it - looks like a bomb-proofed factory all steel reinforced concrete cream colored with a rich sort of chocolate brown framing) ALL THROUGH Hitler's supposed reign of terror. Not all Jews were created equally, obviously!

Not only that, but Hitler's 2nd in command made reports to the Rothschilds in Frankfort regularly. So copying Tourquemada and his Jewish cohorts of old Spain they used not useful throwaway Jews in a gigantic psy-op in order to justify creating Israel which had been unceremoniously rejectly by the world right after WW1, thus the need for WW2!

Its even worse as I don't have time to go into the George H.W. Bush - George Scherf (NAZI - Jew working early in Germany for Hitler connection.

The Jews have had a general controlling influence over the Western and Mideastern world for thousands of years. Unending wars, endless attempts at creating a Moslem-Christian world war - just unending crap!

Christians and Moslems should be on the same side...but not allowed!

Richard
June 19, 2014 @ 1:42 pm

Maria said:

May be people should research a Dutch site were there is a lot of research regarding the Holocaust. And these people who are so sure that it did not exist, I bet they never talked to people who lost a lot of relatives in those camps.

—

Actually, I have.

A Jewish friend of mine lost a lot of relatives at Auschwitz, but the interesting thing is that they were all executed. Not disease. Not gassed. Anyway, it seems that the Zionist/Communist arm of the family mostly survived the camps, but the anti-Zionist/anti-Communist arm of the family mostly perished in the camps.

The Jewish guards and kapos were diabolical, apparently. Interesting, no?

My Jewish friend actually saw photos of his family members in the camp museum at Auschwitz. He says "the Holocaust" is a hoax even though he lost many family members in
That unfortunate episode. Of course, he’s too scared to say it in public. It takes a brave soul — “for fear of the Jews.”

Other relatives of his were in German POW camps and said the Germans treated them very well.

They are all too scared to write books about what really happened to them, but always said they should have. Sure the camps were unpleasant places, but at least they got lice treatment and food.

In Stalingrad, the German soldiers were covered in lice so thick the surgeons had to use a spatula to scrape them off before they could see to operate on the wounds. They got two slices of bread a day each, and that’s it. Compared to that, Auschwitz was survivable for many.

If we look at the facts, it appears that the Nazis were actually trying to wipe out Germans, not Jews. Who died in the camps - the weakest Jews. Who were sent on suicide missions - the best Germans!

So Maria, we are debating facts here. Please take your emotional arguments somewhere else. Thanks.

And as for your problem with anti-Semitism, it seems that the Goyim suffered mostly from that in WW2. It enabled Hitler. 100 million boys dead. A questionable number of Jews dead. Israel created.

The Goyish world was turned upside down and we might never recover.

Then there is the problem of guilt, which you seem to want to perpetuate. Germany is still paying reparations, and will be for another 100 years probably. And yet, hundreds of thousands of Jews and Israelis live in Berlin to this day. Why is that?

Bab
June 19, 2014 @ 3:17 pm
What about the Germans?
How many of them died, purposely starved to death in US and Allied managed camps after they lost the war? Over two million perhaps?
This does not include all those German civilians who died through US and Allied systematical bombing of civilian cities.
Why are all those German civilian victims forgotten?
Perhaps it would be a good to mention them a little!

Bruce Wayne
June 19, 2014 @ 5:10 pm
Yep, all those pics of starved people, the body piles and the stories of gas chambers were just professional actors
P.S. Anti-antisemitism is Spiritual Darkness.

The Elder of Zyklon-B
June 19, 2014 @ 6:07 pm
Nice job, loquendolaxe. Very nice.
International Jewry via their puppets WINSTON CHURCHILL and FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT were the warmongers who demanded World War Jew II.

Schwein Churchill LOVED war as those who have the courage to read and learn will discover. He and Franklin Rosenfeld were hellbent on the total destruction on Germany and the German people.

Churchill even said that the war was about the destroying the strength of the German people.

Get a copy of "War! War! War!" written under the pen name of Cincinnatus. Eustace Mullins wrote the foreword to the book.

You will find a real cornucopia of quotes by Churchill and key members of International Jewry which will put and end to any Talmudic/Hollywood lies that we have been force fed.

You will also see that it was the hidden hand of Talmudic Jewry which brought us Jew World War I as well.

There are many other books out there as well and many are online. Hoff has many books available on his site at http://hofflandia.wordpress.com/

“One must either affirm or reject anti-semitism. He who defends the Jew harms his own people. One can only be a Jewish lackey or a Jewish opponent. Opposing the Jews is a matter of personal hygiene.”
Kalin
June 19, 2014 @ 7:40 pm

How is it that any credible person ever identified those skinny folks in pictures as Jews? Who knows that they weren't Russians, British or Americans? What credible person verified where and when the pictures were actually taken? How many did anyone personally count?

Pro-Zionism is Satan worship — plain and simple. Gentiles defending or supporting Zionists (proselytes) were best described by the Master himself:

"Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves." Mt. 23:15

"...twofold more the child of hell" than even Zionist Jews? Is that even possible?

So far as I've ever seen, there's only two categories of people that shriek the words "anti-semitic" or "anti-semitism" - Jews and their proselytes, and they always misapply it or use it in hypocrisy.

Zionists (Jew or Goy) are the most evil anti-semites on the planet. They continually bear false witness against, steal from, torture and/or murder the one branch of the children of Sem (Shem) — true Semites — the Arabic people.

God bless Mr. Litoff and Brother Nate for exposing more Zionist lies, even though Mr. Litoff is mistaken that Chancelor Hitler "started a war."

Kalin
June 19, 2014 @ 7:43 pm

EVERY PERSON ON THIS PLANET should read Chancellor Hitler's Declaration of War. It ought to be required reading in all public schools of the world.

Ever wonder why it's kept such a secret in all Jewish occupied countries like Jewmerica?

Perhaps Brother Nate will post it on his web-site.

Brother Nathanael
June 19, 2014 @ 8:13 pm

Dear All -

Robert Litoff just e-mailed me and said I left out an important part of his Letter (which I did inadvertently due to the huge length of the Letter which dealt with myriads of topics.)

Here it is sectioned off with *** and I added it to the Article above as well:

*** "In employing a gas chamber for an execution of one person, (as it was once done in America), a method used was to have potassium nuggets dropped into sulfuric acid by a lever. This would result in the production of hydrogen cyanide which would kill the person being executed.

Before the doors of the gas chamber could be opened—post-execution—another gas, anhydrous ammonia, must be injected into the chamber to react with the poisonous gas to make it a less lethal resulting gas.

Even so, anhydrous ammonia being poisonous, it would react with the gas used and have to be scrubbed away. All of this would have been a long, dangerous, inefficient and toilsome task for the nazis to destroy 'millions' using gas chambers. ***

If Hitler wanted to kill as many Jews as he could, he would have had them shot by machine guns and automatic rifles. This would have been the least expensive and quickest way to commit mass murder. And, tragically, there were many mass murders in World War II by soldiers using machine guns and automatic rifles."

Alex
June 19, 2014 @ 8:15 pm

Yes, many Jews were killed by Nazis, but beside Jews, much more other nationalities were killed, but nobody never talks about it.

Western Jewish mass media "promote" value of Jewish life only, they don' t care about not Jewish people.

Kris
June 19, 2014 @ 8:15 pm

Whatever else he was, Hitler and European nationalists from every country in Central and Western Europe saved ALL OF EUROPE from communist mass murderer.
As for who started the war, Hitler was tricked into it by Poland, same as they are trying to entice Putin into Ukraine today.

Why the blitz on Hitler, while hardly anyone knows what was committed by Jewish Bolsheviks?

This book is a must read for everyone:

THE SECRET BEHIND COMMUNISM

---

**The Elder of Zyklon-B**

June 19, 2014 @ 8:33 pm

The Holocaust Hoax Museum is being built.

http://holocausthoaxmuseum.com/

---

**Richard Wilcox**

June 19, 2014 @ 8:53 pm

The holyhoax myth is now being debunked throughout the alternative media, well, at least a lot more than it used to be.

Next step, take a more honest look at the Nazis. Not saying they were angels but 99 percent of what we hear about them is Jewish propaganda too.

Quite possible that Roosevelt and Churchill were vastly worse than Hitler!

See: Thomas Dalton, The Jewish Hand in the World Wars, and an excellent read.

Thank you Bro N.!

---

**Kris**

June 19, 2014 @ 8:56 pm

Dear Bruce Wayne,

If you want to see pics of starving people look at Holodomor, 16.5 million starved.

Seems this is of no consequence yet what happened in Hitler’s work camps were.

http://holodomorinfo.com/

---

**dr albert pastore**

June 19, 2014 @ 9:31 pm

World War II was FORCED upon Germany!

Hitler did everything he could to avoid it.

Read this....‘Hitler visits Oprah’

http://www.tomatobubble.com/id412.html

---

**Dante Ardenz**

June 19, 2014 @ 11:26 pm

Thank You, Mr Litof.

But as the brilliant people on this site said:

Adolf Hitler neither wanted or began WW2! This is why he and others in Europe hated the Jews so much.

It was they who agitated for that war in the Rothschild-owned British Empire, and the USA, not to mention their influence in Stalin’s system.

More factoids on the Holohoax. 36,000 personnel were involved in the Concentration Camp system. Only 6,000 were Germans! A mere fraction of the AXIS personal from ALL nations of Europe who served in the German Armed Forces.

See: HITLER’S MULTI ETHNIC ARMY — YOU TUBE. THE EPIC STORY OF THE WAFFEN SS-Degrelle — YOU TUBE. THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD — YOU TUBE.

Of the 2.8 million Jews reported in Europe during WW2, 4.8 million asked for compensation afterward!

It would have taken Germany 65 years to ‘gas,’ and 35 to ‘cremate,’ 6 million people! The reported time of the‘Final Solution’ was supposed to have happened in 22 months!

In 1948, the INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS REPORT FOR WW2 STATED:

“Upon inspection of camps for interned enemy populations, no HOMICIDAL MACHINERY was FOUND.”
Eileen K.
June 19, 2014 @ 11:57 pm

@loquendolaxe

I'm glad you mentioned Estonian writer Juri Lina in your comment. I have the first of his two books, entitled UNDER THE SIGN OF THE SCORPION. It's this book in which he detailed the true horrors of Bolshevism in all its savagery.

I bought the book over ten years ago at a conference in Washington, DC. More people died under Communism than under any other form of tyranny in the history of mankind, over 145 million.

@Br. Nathanael

Thank you for publishing Robert Litoff's letter denouncing the Holohox.

I'm only disappointed with his statement that Hitler started WWII; when, in fact, World Jewry started it back in March, 1933, with their own declaration: "JUDEA DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY".

Other than that error, Dr. Litoff is spot on. He should be commended for speaking the truth about the Holohox; but, I doubt very much that Organized Jewry will ever do that; instead they'll denounce him as a "self-hating Jew".

In the meantime, I'm getting my donation out to you to help you continue your excellent work.

God Bless you always,

Eileen

$10 Bagel
June 20, 2014 @ 2:47 am

I was about to write exactly the same thing as Richard and then I saw his post. Thanks Richard!

After skimming the article there wasn't anything that jumped out at me that I disagreed with except for, "I am not defending Hitler. He started a war which caused the deaths of millions."

The article was 99% accurate, however, this bombshell was enough to destroy the entire article. What I mean by that is - I could not pass this on to anybody to read.

_____  

Please pray for an 89 year old man who is having health problems named Johann Breyer, that he will not be extradited to Germany and that he will be released from jail. He was arrested on a warrant from Germany for working at Auschwitz during WW2 and for allegedly assisting in a Holocaust that never happened.

It never ceases to amaze me how absolutely cruel the Jews are. When I hear about things such as what is happening to Johann Breyer it makes me burn with indignation.

$10 Bagel
June 20, 2014 @ 3:48 am

When I said I was going to write the same thing as Richard, I was referring to his June 19, 3:48am comment concerning the Robert Litoff article.

At the time, I hadn't finished reading all the comments. Richard's later June 19, 1:42pm comment about Jewish guards, anti-Zionist executions & Communist survivors, and Nazis who wanted to kill Germans, confused the hell out of me.

None of that could be further from the truth. Why make such a great comment and then completely discredit yourself on the next?

Hoff
June 20, 2014 @ 3:57 am

Dear BN,

When I found your site I was in — "Is this Jew controlled false opposition? — mode.

In essence, is +BN for real?

Well, this is article 943 by +BN. Look at the URL/link.

To this day I can NOT debunk any statement +BN do about the Jews, can you?

+BN has been under sever attacks, many times at Incogman.net and other sites. I have not told +BN and beaten those Jews down with my highly insensitive sledgehammer. 😏

My litmus test is very simple: Do he or she promote the Jews holohox BS?

To quote Brother Nathanael (June 18, 2014 @ 8:59 pm):
"Dear Real Jew News Family -
"Indeed, the Holocaust tale is a huge HOAX."

===

+BN is the real deal. Case closed.

WW2 was started by Jews! Period.

What really happened in Russia a century ago, in 1917 was that the Jews stole the biggest
country in the world.

What really happened in Russia 1917 was that the Jews killed the whole Russian elite, all
police and the upper military brass. Then the Jews moved into their houses, hence replacing
the Russian elite with a Jew elite.

Once the Jews were in control of the Russian state, the rest was easy. The state central
bank and all "media," the whole propaganda machine was owned and controlled lock, stock
and barrel by Jews.

Who took control of the central bank in America the year 1913? The Jews. America 2014 is
Russia 1913 all over again.

Hoff
June 20, 2014 @ 4:08 am

The Jews' holohoax. Video. Edwin Black is a jew.

Decree 54/33 The Transfer Agreement (between Germany and Zionists.)

http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cw9Hf7j-dXI

Justin
June 20, 2014 @ 5:27 am

At last, an honest Jew.

Well I shouldn't say that, if he was honest he would seek out his true Messiah in our Lord
Jesus Christ, but at least he truthfully says things I have been saying for quite some time.

The populations of Jews increased to their present numbers. I knew this, too, because if you
look at American Jew population numbers they point to the ominous 6 million as well, and Mr
Litoff states accurately that they went to various countries before, during, and after WWII.

Plus his explanation of Amerikan execution procedures (of which anyone should be familiar
with), show that guards would have been killed because gas doesn't discriminate, and they
had no airtight chamber unlike those in California, Colorado, Arizona or any other state that
has used lethal gas.

In short, the "Holocaust"(TM) is refuted soundly, but the Allies still have to answer the
defaths of 15 million German civilians, many Italian civilians, and millions of Japanese and
Asian civilians at their hands.

As was stated, it would have taken Hitler 65 years to gas Jews by this method. This task
would be finished in 2006, if you take 1941 (alleged year of the Wanasee Conference) and
add 65 years.

This myth is busted.

Cornelius
June 20, 2014 @ 5:48 am

A very bad man in Amsterdam was trying to sell an evil book and he is going to be
prosecuted by the Dutch government.

The book offends a certain group of people, that has no power, is continually persecuted
and is just trying to live in peace.

These innocent people were accused in the book of running the media, owning large
financial institutions and using their influence to control the government.

If the Dutch government stops this man it will keep the Dutch people's thoughts from being
polluted. This is great.

However, this does not go far enough. Some countries still allow their citizens to read this
book, in particular the United States of America. I urge the Dutch to implement sanctions
against this country to set an example to the world.

Keyne
June 20, 2014 @ 6:24 am

Kris you are right about Holmodor, and NO AMERICAN STUDENT HAS ANY IDEA!

"And as of '22, due to the FORCED collection of wheats and foodstuffs, the people of the
Volga knew the definition of hell on Earth, as the only method of staying alive was EATING THEIR CHILDREN!" — The Gulag Archipelago Vol. 1

TheTransceiver
June 20, 2014 @ 6:35 am
@Ash
You answered correctly on both sides of the same coin.
They are heartless by nature, except in the outer fakeness they show the Goy, and they are nearly all most definitely deeply disturbed pathological liars.

Mary
June 20, 2014 @ 7:03 am
That was a well written article.
The US has arrested a Czech man that emigrated into the United States after WWII under the claim of being "the last living Nazi." This man is 89 years old and appears to be similar to Ernzt.
So while more and more people are reading the revisionists and even Jewish people such as Robert Lifoff, people are realizing that, yes, the war was horrible and it's just that simple. But these people created a fictional story and received millions and millions of dollars from Germany, who was the loser of the war.
So while people scream that Holocaust Deniers are denying true history, the "revisionists" are actually the National Historical Institute.

hitlerhero
June 20, 2014 @ 8:31 am
This man says he is not defending Hitler because Hitler started a war which killed millions of people. Not true!
Hitler did not start a war — in fact, he did everything in his power to prevent war.
The Jews started WW2 just like they started every war in recent history.

mothman777
June 20, 2014 @ 9:13 am
"The fight against Germany has now been waged for months by every Jewish community, on every conference, in all labor unions and by every single Jew in the world.
"There are reasons for the assumption that our share in this fight is of general importance. We shall start a spiritual and material war of the whole world against Germany.
"Germany is striving to become once again a great nation, and to recover her lost territories as well as her colonies. But our Jewish interests call for the complete destruction of Germany. — Valdimir Jabotinsky, in Mascha Bjetsch (January, 1934)
See also; 'LEON DEGRELE – A GOOD EUROPEAN'
by Constantin von Hoffmeister
http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/leon_degrelle.htm
The above article reveals the real truth about the work camps, and that out of 1,000,000 SS members, only 400,000 were actually German, the rest, some 600,000, actually being volunteers from 30 different countries, of many different races, peoples and religions, including Sikhs, Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims, 150,000 Jews even, and other minorities, from Tibet, India, China, Japan and Africa (see 'Black Nazis', by Veronica Clarke).
National Socialism not only did not start the war, but also was not even racist. Sadly, Hitler identifying the Jews as the real racists against the entire world, became the target for their insane hatred.
58,000 Germans living in Poland were methodically butchered in the most vile manner possible, by Jewish-led mobs, with tacit approval from the Polish government, to goad Hitler into entering Poland to attempt to stop the murders, when all diplomatic approaches to Poland on that and other issues were inexplicably completely ignored by the Polish government.
WWII could begin for the excuse for Israel to be founded, and for scores of millions more Goyim to be slaughtered in a new Red Revolution, whilst Jews would again be stated to be the only real victims, after they, of course, started the whole thing, as usual.
And, of course, Jews were never really the victims at all, as in the case of the 100,000 supposed Jews at Babi Yar in Kiev, who were in reality 100,000 dead Christians murdered 20 years earlier by Jewish led Bolshevik forces.
This was, of course, a dishonest ploy to prevent any other slave nation ever again adopting any similar noble National Socialist principles, for fear of being similarly annhilated as a purported threat against the Jews.

The 'sacred' rabbinic commentary, the Zohar, states that when the Jewish Messiah comes, all Gentiles will be exterminated from the entire Earth and their souls sent to dwell in hell under the Angel Duma.

How Jews continue to dominate the world when this is their stated belief absolutely amazes me; too much fluoride I guess.

On the same hand, no chemical plants or pipelines to distribute fluoride were ever discovered in Germany after WWII to prove the lie that Hitler used fluoride on anyone at all, in camps or otherwise.

The only supposed 'proof' that he ever used it having been some say-so allegedly repeated verbally from one officer alone, that unsubstantiated allegation being subsequently stated merely on one page in one book, with no evidence whatever to back it up. But, we do know for certain who uses it today, and of it’s effects.

---

**Mary Shelly**  
June 20, 2014 @ 9:54 am

The Zionists were talking of a Holocaust and six million starving Jews in Europe at the very start of the 20th century.

If you google "six million starving Jews" you’ll see the six million figures has been being thrown around since 1900.

It’s all a ploy to play the injured party forever by the Zionists.

---

**Taylor**  
June 20, 2014 @ 9:54 am

Peripheraly related to this discussion is Solzhenit'syn’s last work, "Two Hundred Years Together", which, as RJN family is aware, has been very tightly censored.

Like the Genie being let out of its captivity (the bottle), the chains that bind Solzhenit’syn’s final literary product need to be broken.

Just the name Solzhenitsyn will draw many millions to read "Two Hundred Years Together," if and when it is ever unleashed.

---

**BAB**  
June 20, 2014 @ 10:41 am

The authorities charged a retiree, 89 year old Johann Breyer, as complicit in the gassing of 216,000 Jews brought to Auschwitz in 1944 from Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Germany.


How can it be possible to charge a man for gassing Jews when it now seems clear that no gas chambers existed in any case??

---

**The Elder of Zyklon-B**  
June 20, 2014 @ 11:09 am


Get a copy, read it and pass it around. He did an outstanding job with this book.

---

**Hoff**  
June 20, 2014 @ 12:20 pm

The Holocaust” is the greatest lie ever told.


All in all a total 270.000 Jews died during ww2 in all camps. Red Cross document. 1.600 pages in all.


---

**Hoff**  
June 20, 2014 @ 12:38 pm

Solzhenitsyn’s last book before he died. And yes, it’s about the Jews that ruled Soviet.
Hoff
June 20, 2014 @ 1:39 pm
My favorite holohax lie. The NAZIs masturbated the Jews to death. It’s true, a Jew said so! In Stolen Soul, Holstein talks about how Nazi doctors attempted to prove Aryan superiority by collecting Jewish semen with masturbing machines that often killed their subjects.
Quote...(page 117)
But we never gave in, not really; there was that one time just before liberation but other than that we were strong.
We would see the boys they put on those masturbing machines just drop, just die, right there in front of us. The absolute cruelty was beyond our belief.
http://judicial-inc-archive.blogspot.se/2010/08/nazi-masturbation-machines.html?m=1
Yes, beyond belief.

MM
June 20, 2014 @ 2:14 pm
Idea...why not start a Campaign for the Goyim...a blitzkrieg!
As many as possible should post to as many sites as possible, all the factual statements that Jews made leading up to, during and after WWII where they state the world will to be guaranteed to them and how it will be accomplished.
Cite the resource and actual quote(s)- ie., old newsclips, newspapers, books, meetings, etc.
We need drastic measures. The days grow ever darker!
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